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Dark Fired Vapors WH
The Tennessee Hemp Co.
Indoor Top Shelf Flower

THCA Indoor Top Shelf Flower
Tennessee Hemp Co. - Delta 8
THCA 3.5 gram - Skiddlz

$50.00

Delta 8 3.5 grams Indoor Top Shelf
Flower

Tennessee Hemp Co. - THCA
3.5 gram - Banana Runtz

$50.00

Delta 8 3.5 grams Indoor Top Shelf
Flower

Tennessee Hemp Co. - THCA
3.5 gram - Acapulco Gold

$50.00

Delta 8 3.5 grams Indoor Top Shelf
Flower

The Tennessee Hemp Co.
2ml Delta 8 THC

Disposables
2ml Disposables from Tennessee

Hemp Co. (THCP, HHC, THCO, Delta
8)

The Tennessee Hemp Co. 2ml
Disposable - Wedding Cake -
Indica

$55.00

2ml Disposable (THCP, HHC,
THCO, Delta 8)

The Tennessee Hemp Co. 2ml
Disposable- Girl Scout Cookies
- Indica

$55.00

2ml Disposable (THCP, HHC,
THCO, Delta 8)

The Tennessee Hemp Co. 2ml
Disposable - Pineapple Express
- Sativa

$55.00

2ml Disposable (THCP, HHC,
THCO, Delta 8)

The Tennessee Hemp Co. 2ml
Disposable - Unicorn Piss-
Sativa

$55.00

2ml Disposable (THCP, HHC,
THCO, Delta 8)

The Tennessee Hemp Co. 2ml
Disposable - Sour Diesel -
Sativa

$55.00

2ml Disposable (THCP, HHC,
THCO, Delta 8)

NEW Two Tours D-8
â€œPlusâ€# Cartridges

The guys at Two Tours took the same
strains youâ€™ve come to love and

made them mind bending with a
special blend of Delta-8, HHC & THC-0

all packaged up in a new style
Cartridge for an even better smoke

session!!! 8 different strains will keep
you pleased

Maui Wowie Delta-8 PLUS.
1gm Sativa Cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains you?&#8364;&#8482;ve

Disposables
ðŸ#-Adding new flavors all the

timeðŸ#-
Tyson 2.0 Heavy Weight 7000
Puff Nicotine Disposable

$24.00

Delivering that Heavy Weight
Punch, the Tyson 2.0 7000 Puff
Disposable! Available in a Variety of
Flavors!

SWFT 3500 $20.00
Great burst of flavors,!

Esco Bar 2500 Puffs Mesh
Series CLEARANCE PRICED!!!

$12.00

Regularly priced at $20, NOW
$12!!!

POD King Elf Bar XC5000 $21.50
Multiple flavors with amazing taste!

Esco Bars H2O Disposables
5000 Puffs

$23.50

Lush 3,300 Puffs CLEARANCE
PRICED!!!

$12.50

Regularly priced at $19.50, NOW
$12.50!!!

Lush 1500 CLEARANCE
PRICED!!!

$10.50

Regularly priced at 17.50, NOW
$10.50!!!

Vape Mods
ðŸ†•VooPoo- Geek Vape- Smok-

Vaporesso- Lost VapeðŸ†•
Exus 900 Battery for Cartridges$15.00

Three Temp Settings, 510 Thread
Lookah Snail 2.0 Battery for
Cartridges

$26.50

Lookah Snail 2.0 is one of the best
510 thread batteries for cartridges

Geek Vape L-200 Legend II Kit $85.00
The newest big mod from Geek

Vape. New fire lock button. Top
airflow matching Zeus Tank included.
Requires 2- 18650 batteries color
options are BLACK, GREY, RED,
RAINBOW or NAVY BLUE. leave a
comment for the color you want. If
the color you choose is not in stock,
we will contact you

Battery Charger 4-bay $24.50
Charges 20 different size batteries

Vaporesso Swag PX-80 $47.50
Phenomenal little 80w mod. My

personal fave. 3 coil options. Small
mod but will chuck clouds all day.
Uses 1-18650 battery not included

Smok Nord 2 kit Black Cobra or
White Cobra

$34.00

2 different pod set up included.
Does both salt juice and regular juice.
Leave a comment as to the color you
want

VooPoo Argus Pro $50.00
Mod Kit

VooPoo Drag Max $75.00
177w Max Power. Uses 2- 18650

batteries

CASA of Robertson County
$5 Donation $5.00
$10 Donation $10.00
$25 Donation $25.00
$50 Donation $50.00
$100 Donation $100.00

Disclaimer
Drinks that are attached to a vendor

order have no added delivery fee! If you
want to order ONLY drinks, we will add

a delivery fee to your order.

Drinks
Served cold.

Water $2.00
16 oz

Coke $3.00
20 oz

Diet Coke $3.00
20 oz

Sprite $3.00
20 oz

Dr. Pepper $3.00
20 oz

Diet Dr. Pepper $3.00
20 oz

Pure Life Sweet Tea $3.00
20 oz

Gatorade Cool Blue $3.00
20 oz

Gatorade Orange $3.00
20 oz

Gatorade Fruit Punch $3.00
20 oz

Gatorade Lemon-Lime $3.00
20 oz

Monster $4.00
16 oz

Monster Zero Sugar $4.00
16 oz

Monster Zero Ultra $4.00
Monster Low Carb $4.00

16 oz
Monster Mean Bean $4.00
Monster Loca Mocha $4.00
Starbucks Vanilla Frappuccino $4.00

9.5 oz
Starbucks Mocha Frappuccino $4.00

9.5 oz
Dunkin Donuts Original $4.00
Dunkin Donuts French Vanilla $4.00
Dunkin Donuts Mocha $4.00

2 Liters
2 Liters are not refrigerated.

2L Coke $4.50
2 Liter

2L Sprite $4.50
2 Liter

2L Mountain Dew $4.50
2 Liter
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come to love and made them mind
bending with a special blend of
Delta-8, HHC & THC-0 all packaged
up in a new style Cartridge for an
even better smoke session!!! 8
different strains will keep you pleased

M4-A1 Delta-8 PLUS. 1gm
SATIVA Cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains you&#8217;ve come to
love and made them mind bending
with a special blend of Delta-8, HHC
& THC-0 all packaged up in a new
style Cartridge for an even better
smoke session!!! 8 different strains
will keep you pleased

White Widow Delta-8 PLUS.
1gm Hybrid Cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains you?&#8364;&#8482;ve
come to love and made them mind
bending with a special blend of
Delta-8, HHC & THC-0 all packaged
up in a new style Cartridge for an
even better smoke session!!! 8
different strains will keep you pleased

Johnny Appleseed Delta-8
PLUS. 1gm Hybrid Cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains you&#8217;ve come to
love and made them mind bending
with a special blend of Delta-8, HHC
& THC-0 all packaged up in a new
style Cartridge for an even better
smoke session!!! 8 different strains
will keep you pleased

Pineapple Express Delta-8
PLUS. 1gm Hybrid Cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains you?&#8364;&#8482;ve
come to love and made them mind
bending with a special blend of
Delta-8, HHC & THC-0 all packaged
up in a new style Cartridge for an
even better smoke session!!! 8
different strains will keep you pleased

Wedding Cake Delta-8 PLUS.
1gm Hybrid Cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains
youï¿½&#8364;&#8482;ve come to
love and made them mind bending
with a special blend of Delta-8, HHC
& THC-0 all packaged up in a new
style Cartridge for an even better
smoke session!!! 8 different strains
will keep you pleased

Goo Berry Delta-8 PLUS. 1gm
INDICA cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains
youï¿½&#8364;&#8482;ve come to
love and made them mind bending
with a special blend of Delta-8, HHC
& THC-0 all packaged up in a new
style Cartridge for an even better
smoke session!!! 8 different strains
will keep you pleased

Banana Kush Delta-8 PLUS.
1gm INDICA cartridge

$40.00

The guys at Two Tours took the
same strains you&#8217;ve come to
love and made them mind bending
with a special blend of Delta-8, HHC
& THC-0 all packaged up in a new
style Cartridge for an even better
smoke session!!! 8 different strains
will keep you pleased

NEW TWO TOURS DELTA
8 â€œPLUSâ€# Disposable

2gm
New from the guys over at Two

Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +

18650 Hohm Life Battery. 1-pc $10.25
Top Shelf Batteries for your Vap

Mod. 1 battery
Aegis Boost Plus $51.50

does salt and regular vape juice.
Uses 1- 18650 battery
https://www.geekvape.com/aegis/Aegis-Boost-Plus.html

Exxus Snap Mini Cartridge
Battery

$32.00

Mod
Geek Vape Aegis X Kit $90.00

Classic silver
Smok Novo X - 7 Color $35.00
Smok Novo X Red Stabilizing
Wood

$35.00

Geek Vape Zeus Tank Rainbow$30.00
Top airflow very easy coil change

Vape Coils
ðŸ§¯Many different mod coils. If we

donâ€™t carry yours call us and we will
always keep it in stockðŸ¤©

Smok TFV-16 Lite coil $7.00
0.15ohm 60-90w

FreeMax Autopod-50 coil $5.00
0.20ohm 30-50w

FreeMax Fireluke M coil $5.00
0.15 ohm 40-90w

Vaporesso GTX coils 60-75w $4.50
fits several vaporesso mods

Vaporesso GTX Coils 45-60w $4.50
fits several vaporesso mods

Drip Tips $8.00
Various colors

Tank Saver $2.00
Geek Vape G0.8 mesh coil $5.50

12-15w mesh coil
Vaporesso GTX coils 32-45w $4.50

Fits several vaporesso mods
VooPoo PnP Salt Coil 20-28w $5.00

Salt PnP coil 20-28w
VooPoo PnP 60w $5.00

VooPoo PnP 60w
VooPoo PnP Coils. 80w $5.00

80w for VooPoo
Aspire Nautilus Coil .7 $3.50
Free Max Gemm 2 Pack
Disposable Tank/Coil Combo

$12.00

Perfect if we donâ€™t stock your
coil or if youâ€™ve broken your tank.
Refillable up to 25 times and chucks
clouds all day

FreemaxMesh Pro Single mesh
or Quad Mesh Coil

$6.25

Leave a comment for the Single or
the Quad

Falcon Coils M1 & M1+Mesh
.15 ohm

$5.50

Geek Vape X-2 Mesh Coil $5.00
Geek Vape B0.4 Boost 25-35w
Coil

$5.50

Mesh single
Lost Vape Ultra Boost M2 0.6
Coil

$4.50

Vaporesso Renova Zero 2 Pack $9.00
Replacement Pods

Lost Vape Ultra Boost M1 Coil $4.50
Lost Vape Ultra Boost MTL 1.0
Coil

$4.50

Mouth to lung Nic Salt coil
Smok RPM Coil $4.50
Smok TFV12 Prince T-10 Coils $6.00
Smok TFV16 Replacement
Coils

$6.99

Super Tank Coil .2 $4.50
Smok Novo X Replacement
Pod

$4.50

2L Dr. Pepper $4.50
2 Liter

Munchie Bros Global Items
Munchie Bros is based in Springfield

but we offer these products in all cities!
M&Ms Original $1.50
Twix $1.50
KitKat $1.50
Duchess Honey Bun $1.25
Skittles $1.50
Pillsbury Soft Baked Chocolate
Chip Cookies

$0.75
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THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itâ€™s the first
time every time!!! With a very new

disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every

consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Maui Wowie D8 Plus. Sativa
2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like it’s the first time
every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

M4-A1 D8 Plus. Sativa 2gm
Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like it’s the first time
every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Pineapple Express D8 Plus.
Hybrid 2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itâ€™s the first
time every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Johnny Appleseed D8 Plus.
Hybrid 2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itï¿½s the first
time every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

White Widow D8 Plus. Hybrid
2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itâ€™s the first
time every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Wedding Cake D8 Plus. Hybrid
2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itâ€™s the first
time every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Banana Kush D8 Plus. INDICA
2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itâ€™s the first
time every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Smok Nord Replacement Coil
0.4 RPM

$4.50

rpm 0.4 coil

Vape Juice
ðŸ§ªIf we donâ€™t carry your favorite

juice call us and we will keep it in stock
for youðŸ§ƒ

Ridin Shotgun by Prohibition
100ml 6mg

$21.50

The truck is loaded up. Go grab the
12 gauge and sit up front. Youâ€™ll
need to protect this ejuice cargo at all
costs. Ridinâ€™ Shotgun from
Prohibition Juice Co takes a fresh
bowl of homemade creamy vanilla
pudding and loads it full of your
favorite golden creme cookies,
resulting in a smooth and creamy
comfort vape. Your final destination is
vaping bliss.

485 Red 60ml $19.50
Ridin Shotgun by Prohibition
100ml 3mg

$21.50

The truck is loaded up. Go grab the
12 gauge and sit up front. Youâ€™ll
need to protect this ejuice cargo at all
costs. Ridinâ€™ Shotgun from
Prohibition Juice Co takes a fresh
bowl of homemade creamy vanilla
pudding and loads it full of your
favorite golden creme cookies,
resulting in a smooth and creamy
comfort vape. Your final destination is
vaping bliss.

Apple Twist Crisp Apple Smash$24.99
Barista Brew $19.50
Cloud Nurds $21.50
Charlie Noble $19.50

60 ml bottles unless stated
otherwise

Cuttwood $24.99
Coastal Clouds $19.50
Fruit Twist Tropical Pucker
Punch 6 MG

$24.99

Graham Slam 60ml $20.00
19.50

Innevape Heisenberg $20.50
Just Fruits $21.50
Just Sweets $21.50
Keep it 100 $21.50
Killer Kustard Lemon 6 MG $21.50
Lemon Twist Wild Watermelon
Lemonade

$24.99

MRKT PLCE $21.50
Naked $19.50
Pepino Twist Pepino Lemonade$24.99
The Stnd $21.50
Twist $24.99
Vapetasia $21.50

Salt Vape Juice
ðŸŽˆIf we donâ€™t carry your favorite
salt juice call us and we will keep it in

stockðŸŽ#
ILLUMINATI by Propaganda
50mg

$18.50

Illuminati by Propaganda Salts - A
tropical natural product mix made of
juice blood oranges, additional sweet
plant age strawberries, and brilliant
pineapple.

ILLUMINATI by Propaganda
35mg

$18.50

Illuminati by Propaganda Salts - A
tropical natural product mix made of
juice blood oranges, additional sweet
plant age strawberries, and brilliant
pineapple. page 3



Goo Berry D8 Plus. INDICA
2gm Disposable

$55.00

New from he guys over at Two
Tours!!!!! Delta-8 PLUS!! Delta 8 +
THC-O + HHC. The 3 concentrates
blended will feel like itâ€™s the first
time every time!!! With a very new
disposable device that will not heat
spike your sure to love every
consistent hit. Pick your strain and
enjoy a fantastic day!!

Delta-8 Dark Fired Vapors
in house brand Cartridges

Long awaited, highly
anticipatedâ€¦â€¦. Itâ€™s here!!!!
Amazing flavor, extremely high

quality Delta-8. All cannabis derived
terpenoids and youâ€™ve never had

flavor like this in your face!! Like
getting smacked by someone

elseâ€™s mom
DFV Holy Ghost Cartridge $35.00

1 gram of a spiritual Sativa!
Meditate, Create, and Awaken with
this divine flavor !

DFV Sour Diesel Cartridge $35.00
1 gram of the classic flavor of Sour

Diesel!!! Extremely strong Sativa
DFV Berry Gelato Cartridge $35.00

1 gram of the best INDICA you will
ever inhale!! Flavor is off the charts
and itï¿½ll leave you couch locked
and feeling amazing

DFV Pineapple Express
Cartridge

$35.00

1 gram of the classic hybrid. A
flavor you should expect from DFV
and a feeling you wonï¿½t expect

DFV Divorce Cake Cartridge $35.00
1 gram of the best Wedding Cake

Hybrid. This cartridge will have you
saying ï¿½I Doï¿½ï¿½ï¿½.and a
bunch of other random gibberish!!!

Mellow Fellow Delta 8 THC
Delta 8 THC products from Mellow

Fellow
500mg THC Delta-8 Lean liquid
THC

$41.50

Mellow Fellow Delta-8 Lean Drink
~ with a total of 500 MG per bottle!
The quality of our product and
well-being of our customers is our #1
priority.

HHC Mellow Fellow
Disposable

HHC is known as "the most stable
form of THC" due to its longer

shelf-life and resistance to heat. The
therapeutic effects of HHC are also

similar to those of THC. Our HHC oils
are produced from hemp, legally and
responsibly by PhD chemists, testing

at over 95% with the rest being
cannabinoid minors. Our vape

cartridges are responsibly formulated
using only two ingredients, 100%

all-natural premium cannabis oils and
STRAIN SPECIFIC cannabis derived
terpenes. We will never cut or dilute

our cartridges.
Tropicana Cookies HHC Mellow
Fellow Disposable. Hybrid

$45.00

HHC is known as â€œthe most
stable form of THCâ€# due to its
longer shelf life and resistance to

Wild Fire by Propaganda 50mg $18.50
Wild Fire Nicotine Salts from

Propaganda Eliquid is the iconic Wild
Fire flavor you know and love from
their Original Collection, now
suspended in a nicotine salt
formulation designed for use with
closed system devices like the Suorin
Drop. Propaganda Eliquid is no
stranger to making fan favorite
flavors and with the addition of their
Salt Collection, you're sure to find a
flavor to love!

Wild Fire by Propaganda 35mg $18.50
Wild Fire Nicotine Salts from

Propaganda Eliquid is the iconic Wild
Fire flavor you know and love from
their Original Collection, now
suspended in a nicotine salt
formulation designed for use with
closed system devices like the Suorin
Drop. Propaganda Eliquid is no
stranger to making fan favorite
flavors and with the addition of their
Salt Collection, you're sure to find a
flavor to love!

Candy King $18.50
Cloud Nurds $18.50
Jam Monster $18.50
Naked $18.50
PB&Jam Monster $18.50
Twist $24.99
Vapetasia $18.50

Dark Fired Vapors Clothing
Brand

DFV Hoodie $38.00
Black hoodie

DFV Shirt $25.00
Black shirt
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heat
Blueberry OG HHC Mellow
Fellow Disposable. Hybrid

$45.00

HHC is known as "the most stable
form of THC" due to its longer
shelf-life and resistance to heat. The
therapeutic effects of HHC are also
similar to those of THC. Our HHC oils
are produced from hemp, legally and
responsibly by PhD chemists, testing
at over 95% with the rest being
cannabinoid minors. Our vape
cartridges are responsibly formulated
using only two ingredients, 100%
all-natural premium cannabis oils and
STRAIN SPECIFIC cannabis derived
terpenes. We will never cut or dilute
our cartridges.

Apple Fritter HHC Mellow
Fellow Disposable. HYBRID

$45.00

HHC is known as "the most stable
form of THC" due to its longer
shelf-life and resistance to heat. The
therapeutic effects of HHC are also
similar to those of THC. Our HHC oils
are produced from hemp, legally and
responsibly by PhD chemists, testing
at over 95% with the rest being
cannabinoid minors. Our vape
cartridges are responsibly formulated
using only two ingredients, 100%
all-natural premium cannabis oils and
STRAIN SPECIFIC cannabis derived
terpenes. We will never cut or dilute
our cartridges.

Sour Diesel HHC Mellow Fellow
Disposable. SATIVA

$45.00

HHC is known as "the most stable
form of THC" due to its longer
shelf-life and resistance to heat. The
therapeutic effects of HHC are also
similar to those of THC. Our HHC oils
are produced from hemp, legally and
responsibly by PhD chemists, testing
at over 95% with the rest being
cannabinoid minors. Our vape
cartridges are responsibly formulated
using only two ingredients, 100%
all-natural premium cannabis oils and
STRAIN SPECIFIC cannabis derived
terpenes. We will never cut or dilute
our cartridges.

Gushers HHC Mellow Fellow
Disposable. HYBRID

$45.00

HHC is known as "the most stable
form of THC" due to its longer
shelf-life and resistance to heat. The
therapeutic effects of HHC are also
similar to those of THC. Our HHC oils
are produced from hemp, legally and
responsibly by PhD chemists, testing
at over 95% with the rest being
cannabinoid minors. Our vape
cartridges are responsibly formulated
using only two ingredients, 100%
all-natural premium cannabis oils and
STRAIN SPECIFIC cannabis derived
terpenes. We will never cut or dilute
our cartridges.

Mellow Fellow THC-O
Diamonds concentrate 2

grams
These diamonds are mixed with your

choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an

explosion of flavor with every dab.
THC-O acetate is a synthetic

cannabinoid derived from hemp.
THC-O is known as the "psychedelic

cannabinoid" due to its intense
psychoactive properties. THC-O has a
longer onset time and is known to be

300% stronger than conventional page 5



THC. Our THC-O oils are produced
from hemp, legally and responsibly

by PhD chemists, testing at over 90%
with the rest being cannabinoid

minors.
Cherry Pie Mellow Fellow
THC-O Diamonds. 2 grams

$55.00

These diamonds are mixed with
your choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an
explosion of flavor with every dab.
THC-O acetate is a synthetic
cannabinoid derived from hemp.
THC-O is known as the "psychedelic
cannabinoid" due to its intense
psychoactive properties. THC-O has
a longer onset time and is known to
be 300% stronger than conventional
THC.

Wedding Cake Mellow Fellow
THC-O Diamonds. 2 grams

$55.00

These diamonds are mixed with
your choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an
explosion of flavor with every dab.
THC-O acetate is a synthetic
cannabinoid derived from hemp.
THC-O is known as the "psychedelic
cannabinoid" due to its intense
psychoactive properties. THC-O has
a longer onset time and is known to
be 300% stronger than conventional
THC.

Gelato Mellow Fellow THC-O
Diamonds. 2 grams

$55.00

These diamonds are mixed with
your choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an
explosion of flavor with every dab.
THC-O acetate is a synthetic
cannabinoid derived from hemp.
THC-O is known as the "psychedelic
cannabinoid" due to its intense
psychoactive properties. THC-O has
a longer onset time and is known to
be 300% stronger than conventional
THC. Our THC-O oils are produced
from hemp, legally and responsibly
by PhD chemists, testing at over 90%
with the rest being cannabinoid
minors.

Zkittlez Mellow Fellow THC-O
Diamonds. 2 grams

$55.00

These diamonds are mixed with
your choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an
explosion of flavor with every dab.
THC-O acetate is a synthetic
cannabinoid derived from hemp.
THC-O is known as the "psychedelic
cannabinoid" due to its intense
psychoactive properties. THC-O has
a longer onset time and is known to
be 300% stronger than conventional
THC. Our THC-O oils are produced
from hemp, legally and responsibly
by PhD chemists, testing at over 90%
with the rest being cannabinoid
minors.

Purple Punch Mellow Fellow
THC-O Diamonds. 2 grams

$55.00

These diamonds are mixed with
your choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an
explosion of flavor with every dab.
THC-O acetate is a synthetic
cannabinoid derived from hemp.
THC-O is known as the "psychedelic
cannabinoid" due to its intense
psychoactive properties. THC-O has
a longer onset time and is known to
be 300% stronger than conventional
THC. Our THC-O oils are produced
from hemp, legally and responsibly
by PhD chemists, testing at over 90%
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with the rest being cannabinoid
minors.

Mellow Fellow Delta-8
2gram Dab Concentrate

Diamonds
These diamonds are mixed with your

choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an

explosion of flavor with every dab.
Delta-8 is a naturally-occurring
compound found in hemp. Our

Delta-8 oils are produced from hemp,
legally and responsibly by PhD

chemists, testing at over 95% with the
rest being cannabinoid minors.
Mellow Fellow Purple Punch
Delta-8 Diamonds. 2 grams

$50.00

These diamonds are mixed with
your choice of our CBG sauce or our
cannabis derived terpenes for an
explosion of flavor with every dab.
Delta-8 is a naturally-occurring
compound found in hemp. Our
Delta-8 oils are produced from hemp,
legally and responsibly by PhD
chemists, testing at over 95% with
the rest being cannabinoid minors.

Disclaimer Notice!
Must be 21 or older to order!

Two Tours Delta 8
Concentrate 1 Gram

ðŸ‡ºðŸ‡¸Great Delta 8 product from
our guys at Two Tours! This stuff is
kickass... 98% Delta 8 Concentrate

with great flavors !ðŸ‡ºðŸ‡¸
Two Tours Delta 8+
Concentrate White Widow

$40.00

A balanced Hybrid strain. Among
the most popular choices!

Dab Mat with free dab tool $16.00
9 inch X 12 inch non-stick with a 5

inch free two ended dab tool
Lookah Seahorse Pro
Electronic Nectar Collector

$50.00

Does concentrate Dabs and will
also run a cartridge

Two Tours Delta 8+
concentrate M4A1

$40.00

brrrrrrrap brrrrrap
Two Tours Delta 8+
concentrate Banana Kush

$40.00

Nannners!
Two Tours Delta 8+
Concentrate Pineapple Express

$40.00

Pineapple with earthy notes!!!
Two Tours Delta 8+
Concentrate Wedding cake

$40.00

Taste like fresh Raspberry with a
hit of dank!

Two Tours Delta 8+
Concentrate Goo Berry

$40.00

A Berry-lishish INDICA,
Two Tours Delta 8+
Concentrate Johnny Appleseed

$40.00

Take a walk with Johnny, enjoy
some nature whilst enjoying this
Hybrid Blend

ðŸ‡ºðŸ‡¸CBD
TincturesðŸ‡ºðŸ‡¸

Two Tours CBD Tinctures, salve, and
gummies

1500mg Two Tours CBD
Tincture

$60.00
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Amazing aches and pain relief!!!
250mg Two Tours CBD PET
Tincture (Bacon Flavored)

$40.00

Very high quality, not alcohol
based and amazing benefits

1000mg Two Tours CBD
Tincture

$50.00

30ml Very high quality, not alcohol
based and excellent benefits

Delta 8 THC Edibles
??100mg up to 4 servings and

delicious!!!??
Two Tours Chocolate 600mg
THC. (500mg Delta-8 & 100mg
Delta-9)

$40.00

Incredible flavor and phenomenal
feeling

500mg THC Delta-8 Lean
Liquid THC By Mellow Fellow

$41.50

Mellow Fellow Delta-8 Lean Drink
~ with a total of 500 MG per bottle!
The quality of our product and
well-being of our customers is our #1
priority. Delta-8 is a naturally
occurring compound found in hemp.
Our Delta-8 oils are produced from
hemp, legally and responsibly by
PhD chemists, testing at over 95%
with the rest being cannabinoid
minors.

Lookah Products and
Accessories

Everything youâ€™re looking for by
Lookah

Lookah C 710 Quartz Coil $8.50
Quartz Coil for Mini Unicorn,

Swordfish or Seahorse X - Square
Quartz Coil - Wax Saving

Lookah B 710 Quartz Coil $8.50
Quartz Coil for Mini Unicorn,

Swordfish or Seahorse X - Dual Hole
Quartz Coil - Cloudy

Lookah A 710 Quartz Coil $8.50
Quartz coil for Mini Unicorn,

Swordfish or Seahorse X - Dish
Quartz Coil - Good Taste

Lookah Seahorse Pro
Replacement Glass - 1pc

$6.50

Seahorse Replacement Glass
Lookah Mini Unicorn Electric
Dab Rig

$90.00

Best electric dab rig for traveling!
Compact, portable and affordable

Lookah Snail 2.0 Battery for
Cartridges

$26.50

Lookah Snail 2.0 is one of the best
510 thread batteries for cartridges.

Lookah Seahorse Ceramic See
Through Coil

$8.00

Replacement Type V tips for the
Lookah Seahorse, Seahorse Pro,
Seahorse Max, Seahorse 2.0,
Seahorse Pro Plus, and Lookah
Seahorse X. Comes in a pack of 4
coils. These 510 coils offer a pure
flavor when dabbing wax and
concentrate thanks to the porous
quartz tip. **To ensure the quartz tip
lasts as long as possible, make sure
you fully burn all the concentrates off
the tip after each dab. If you leave
concentrates on the tip or inside the
airways it will harden and possibly
ruin or wear out the coil prematurely.
** **Don't clean the quartz or ceramic
tip with the cleaning brush or any
liquids/solvents, as this can damage
the tip.** Made to fit and work with
the full Seahorse vape pen range
these 510 coils have a transparent page 8



tube that showcases the vapor. The
tip is made from porous quartz that
when hot vaporizes the wax
concentrate. This is an upgraded coil
combining the best aspects of type 1
and type 3 seahorse coils. It has
improved heat distribution for a more
even burn that creates fuller thicker
vapor clouds. It will fit all Lookah
Seahorse Series vape products.

Lookah Seahorse Pro Plus $50.00
Next Generation Seahorse Pro

Plus electronic nectar collector for
wax concentrates and extracts in
2022. **To ensure the tips last as
long as possible, make sure you burn
all the concentrates off the tip after
each use. If you allow concentrates
to build up on the tip or inside the
airways, it can harden and possibly
ruin or wear out the tips prematurely.
** **Don't clean the Seahorse tips
with the cleaning brush or any
liquids/solvents, as this can damage
the tip.** Lookah's Seahorse Pro Plus
nectar collector takes the evolution of
the popular Seahorse dab pen to the
next level. The aesthetics and design
are in keeping with the Seahorse Pro.
The distinctive glass mouthpiece is
removable for easy cleaning. The
standard coil cap now has a
magnetic connection, so it's more
convenient and won't work loose or
fall off. The Seahorse Pro Plus vape
pen comes with a new type of tip: an
improved, more durable porous
quartz tip. This features a clear glass
surround to see the vapor from when
it vaporizes from wax on the tip right
the way through the mouthpiece. The
battery is 650mAh which should see
you through 10 to 15 dabs
(depending on the mode and
temperature settings) for each full
charge. When it comes to charging,
thSeahorse Pro Plus has a type C
USB port, so there is no faffing with
getting the cable the right way
around.

Lookah Quartz Coil 1-pc $6.50
1 Replacement quartz coil for the

lookah Seahorse pro
Lookah Ceramic Coil 1-pc $6.50

1 replacement ceramic coil for the
Lookah seahorse pro

Prerolls
â-#ï¸#Top shelf flower delta 8 w/ wax

or 1 Gm THCA Flower
Tennessee Hemp Co. - 1 gram
THCA Preroll - Acapulco Gold

$20.00

1 gram THCA Flower Preroll 30%
Tennessee Hemp Co. - 1 gram
THCA Preroll - Banana Runtz

$20.00

1 gram THCA Flower Prerole 30%
Tennessee Hemp Co. - 1 gram
THCA Preroll - Skiddlz

$20.00

1 gram THCA Flower Prerole 30%
Two Tours Swisher - 2 pack $35.00

Premium indoor delta 8 flower with
1/4 gram of added 99% thc delta 8
wax

Smoking Accessories
Everything you may need for an

enjoyable experience
Yocan Kodo Pro Portable
Battery

$17.00

10 Sec Preheat, Adjustable
Voltage, 400mAh Battery with OLED
Display, Type C Port, Puff Counts

RAW Natural Rolling Papers 1
1/4 Black

$2.25
page 9



Natural unrefined and even burning
ZEN Pipe Cleaners. 44 per
bundle

$6.00

Best pipe cleaners on the market.
44 per bundle

Silver Screen Pipe Screens.
5pk

$1.50

Trust the name brand weâ€™ve all
come to love

Raw Hemp Wick $3.25
Light your bowls, pre-rolls without

any odd flavor. Great to light hard to
reach candles

Zig~Zag Cones. Box of 6 $5.50
Unbleached Natural Cones with

Tips
Juicy Jays Flavored Rolling
Papers

$2.25

We pick the flavor at random. 1-1/4
papers

Raw Natural rolling Papers.
1-1/4

$2.25

Natural and even burning
Raw lighter refillable $2.50

Refillable
Grinder By Medtainer. Rick &
Morty

$15.00

Smell proof and has Bud Storage

Dr Squatch
ðŸ§¼Men's natural shower

productðŸ§¼
Dr Squatch Cologne/ Beard oil$24.00

Men's natural cologne/beard oil
combination

Dr Squatch Shampoo or
Conditioner

$18.50

Men's natural shampoo or
conditioner. If you want both add 2 in
the cart

Dr Squatch Soap $9.00
Men's natural soap. Smells

amazing
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